Pharm 543 Laws & Ethics: Language

Submit via e-submit following these instructions

First line: Pharm 543 <submission title>
Second line: Group <number> <project title>
Third and subsequent lines: Group Members: <name of each group member>

<submitted material; double spaced; 1 inch margins, 10 to 12 point type, appropriate citations in footnotes (not end notes, please); Word (.doc) files unless prior arrangements have been made>

Note: If you have used a word that may require definitions (e.g., your understanding of the term in the context of your new law is either not available or different from the definition in a standard dictionary, such as Webster’s Collegiate), be sure to include a definition in the appropriate section for your modified law.

If you are modifying (changing, adding to or deleting) an existing law ...

1. Cut and past the existing law from the Washington legislature site, etc. Please include enough of the surrounding language so that your changes can be understood. Be sure to include the RCW or WAC citation (number and title) or equivalent for federal law.
2. Strike out any words that you are deleting (highlight the text you plan to change, then format > font > check the box for strikeout); underline added words (highlight, then CTRL u or click on the underline icon, or format > font > click on the box for underline)

If you are adding new language ...

1. Indicate the section of existing law where you plan to add your law. For instance, if you are modifying something to do with the practice of pharmacy, you might be changing Chapter 18.64 RCW Pharmacists.